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Aquacomputer SPLITTY9
ACTIVE - active splitter for

up to 9 PWM fans

$14.99

Product Images

Short Description

The SPLITTY9 ACTIVE from Aqua Computer offers space for up to 9 PWM fans. In contrast to passive splitters,
the SPLITTY9 has three special features: voltage input, PWM signal amplification and an adjustable turn-on
threshold. With the voltage input, the splitter is supplied with power via a SATA connector. Thus the fans are
not dependent on the connected fan output, but can all be supplied with the maximum power of the SATA
connector.
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Description

The SPLITTY9 ACTIVE from Aqua Computer offers space for up to 9 PWM fans. In contrast to passive splitters,
the SPLITTY9 has three special features: voltage input, PWM signal amplification and an adjustable turn-on
threshold. With the voltage input, the splitter is supplied with power via a SATA connector. Thus the fans are
not dependent on the connected fan output, but can all be supplied with the maximum power of the SATA
connector. The amplification of the PWM signal prevents the PWM fans from interfering with the PWM signal
of the fan output, which could otherwise no longer be controlled. The adjustable switching threshold allows
PWM fans to be switched off, which are usually unable to do so. For this purpose, the rotary knob on the
splitter is set accordingly. If the incoming PWM signal is below the threshold, the power supply of the fans is
switched off.

Specifications

Technical Data:

Maximum power: 4.5 A
Dimensions: approx. 57 x 39 x 16 mm
Scope of supply: 1x splitter, 1x 4-pin connection cable, total length 70 cm, self-adhesive velcro tape,
fixing material

Additional Information

Brand Aquacomputer

SKU AQ-53283

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Fan Accessory Type PWM Fan Hub

Vendor SKU/EAN 4260473312390
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